
 

 

 
SHAH INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL 

Holiday Homework 

2022-23 

Class V 
“ Education is our passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to the people who.prepare 

for it today”! .....Malcom X 

Integrated teaching and learning processes enable children to acquire and use basic skills 

in all the content areas and to develop positive attitudes for continued successful learning 

. Hence, Integrative assignments focus on: The utilization of multiple modes of inquiry and 

multiple avenues of knowledge. 

Keeping in mind the same our Summer Holiday Homework has been designed to promote 

cognitive, emotional and social growth. All the activities are designed to foster 

independence and confidence.  

The child may choose any one activity out of the given activities according to his interests 

and aptitudes and can put his best foot forward. 

There are few other assignments to reinforce what has been taught in classes and to 

improve your handwriting and vocabulary. 

May you find all the energy to revive yourself and your spirit once again for a new start. 

Have a delightful time with your loved ones.  

Happy Holidays!! 

Flavours of India 

India is known for its diversity that varies with every region, state, community, culture 

and even religion, food in India is a vibrant assortment of uncountable dishes. It is 

distinctly characterised by the subtle and sophisticated use of spices, grains, fruits and 

vegetables that are all grown in the country.Choose any one of the following, and show 

your creativity, beautify your work using different colors and let it be a treat to all eyes.   

The following activities have been planned for the theme ‘Flavours of India’. 

You may choose any one activity  

       



 

 

 

ACTIVITY  1 

 Draw a physical map of India on an A3 size sheet, paste pictures of food consumed 

in any five different states and note down their names. Along with this make a small 

attractive recipe booklet of your own. Include  recipes of four different states, with 

complete information on ingredients and cooking method. Cook these recipes with 

the help of your parents and include the pictures of it in the recipe book. 

 

 ACTIVITY  2 

 India is widely known for its spices.  Make a PowerPoint presentation with the title 

‘Spices of India’. Write about spices used in India. Write their names and uses.   

 ACTIVITY 3 

You all must have watched cooking videos.  Now it is time for you to make one. Cook 

your favourite recipe, of course, with the help of your parents. Record a fun video of 

the complete procedure with your voice over.  

ACTIVITY  4 

  Write a blog, it can be either online or offline (On A3 size sheet), on variety of food 

consumed in India and its nutritional values. Make your blog interesting by adding 

interesting facts and pictures.   

Along with the activity, every child should do the below mentioned work: 

1. Two pages of cursive writing in a week for English and Hindi to be done neatly, in 
your handwriting notebook.  
 

2. Read a story book (at least five stories). You may consider the following  
 R. K. Narayan - Swami and Friends 
 Lamar Giles - The Last Last Day Of Summer 

 A.P. J. Abdul Kalam and Arun Tiwari - Wings of Fire 

 James Matthew Barrie - Peter Pan 

 The Jungle Book - Rudyard Kipling 

 
3. Prepare a Pocket Dictionary of twenty-five words that you have read in the above 

given  stories. Write their  meaning and frame a sentence with it.  
 

4. Complete all the worksheets given to you and put them in a folder. 

https://www.penguin.co.uk/authors/18216/rudyard-kipling.html
https://www.penguin.co.uk/authors/18216/rudyard-kipling.html

